Nonrandom rearrangement of T cell receptor J alpha genes in bone marrow T cell differentiation cultures.
TCR J alpha genes span a distance of approximately 65 kb on mouse chromosome 14. Due to the existence of 50 to 100 discrete J genes, a potential for great diversity exists within the V-J-C alpha gene products and within the ultimate repertoire of alpha beta TCR. We have prepared hybridomas from an in vitro system that supports T cell differentiation among bone marrow cells. We have examined the J alpha genes among these cells and categorized rearrangements according to their location within the J alpha locus. It was found that alpha rearrangements were always present among the hybridomas bearing beta gene rearrangements. When two bone marrow-derived alpha-bearing chromosomes could be demonstrated in these hybridomas, both were always rearranged and rearrangements on homologous chromosomes were shown to reside in similar regions of the J alpha locus. Most surprisingly, when hybridomas were categorized by the culture from which they derived, cells from the same culture (designated as a set) demonstrated a skewing of alpha rearrangements to restricted segments of J alpha genes. In one hybridoma, rearrangements on homologous chromosomes involved J alpha genes that were either identical or situated within a 1-kb segment of DNA. The skewing within sets could not be due to clonal identity between hybridomas as the beta and gamma rearrangements in all hybridomas were different. Results suggested that skewing of J alpha gene rearrangements occurred during the course of T cell development in vitro. Should the same situation occur in vivo, the number of distinct TCR J alpha sequences available for expression in early development may be far less than that predicted by gene number alone.